February 2008

To: National Mailing Recipients
Fm: National Cursillo® Center
Re: February National Mailing

My Dear sisters and brothers Cursillistas:

On behalf of the National Cursillo® Movement Secretariat and Staff, I would like to extend our best wishes for your continued good health, abundant blessings of God’s grace in all you do and a Happy New Year.

As we continue our journey toward our Heavenly Father, we must remember that prayer is to be a conversation with Christ; one which makes us His intimate friends: “Abide in Me, and I in you” (Jn 15:4). This mutual relationship is at the very heart of the Christian life; a life which through our baptism was created in us by the Holy Spirit. This intimate relationship opens us, through Christ, with Christ, and in Christ, to a fuller contemplation of the Father’s Divine Will. Learning this Trinitarian form of Christian prayer, and living it fully through the Cursillo methodology of piety, study, and action, is how true Christians retain their vitality of faith; a faith which has no reason to fear daily circumstances or situations, because it returns continually to its source who is Christ. Eduardo Bonnin captures the essence of Christ using just three simple, but powerful, words: Christ as ALIVE, (as the way, the truth, and the life); NORMAL, (Christ who helps us to see the same old things with new eyes); and PRESENT, (In the axis of your being); Christ as a true, authentic, and profound friend. When we contemplate, emulate, and situate our lives in Christ from this perspective, we shall surely find in Him new life.

Is it not one of the “signs of the times” that in today’s world, regardless of its worldly mentality, there is a widespread demand for spirituality; a demand which expresses itself in large part as a renewal need for, and intimate relationship with God, Self, and Others. We as Cursillistas, baptized Catholic Christians who have received the grace of believing in Christ; the revealer of the Father and the Savior of the world, have a duty and a call to witness to what depths the relationship with Christ can lead a person to be; namely, a faithful disciple and messenger of the Good News that God through Jesus Christ, loves us and wants what is best for us.

Living what is fundamental for being a Christian through our internal tripod of piety, study, and action, and sharing this way of life with intimate friends at Friendship Group Reunion, and with our sisters and brothers Cursillistas at Ultreyas can evolve as a genuine dialogue of love; one which renders us wholly possessed by the divine beloved; vibrating at the Spirit’s touch and resting as a child within the Father’s Divine Will. This is the lived experience of Christ’s promise that “he who loves me will be loved by my Father, and I will love him and manifest myself to him” (Jn 14:21)
Our Christian communities; Friendship Group Reunion, Ultreya, School of Leaders, and Secretariat therefore must become genuine “schools” of prayer; where the meeting with Christ is expressed not just in imploring help but also in thanksgiving, praise, adoration, contemplation, listening, and ardent devotion, until the heart truly experiences “Love”. Intensely living a life in Christ ALIVE, NORMAL and PRESENT will open our hearts to the love of God and also to the love of our neighbor, and make us capable of influencing our environment according to God’s plan.

Victor Lugo
National Executive Director

IMPORTANT PALANCA REQUEST
We are asking for your prayers for Eduardo Bonnín, founder of Cursillo in Christianity. Eduardo lives in Mallorca, Spain and is in ill health. Please spread this message to all Cursillistas in your diocese to offer Palanca and pray daily for Eduardo.

PALANCA
Why Do We Pray?
In an article entitled, “Praying Always” in Magnificat, November 17, 2007, Fr. Simon Tugwell, O.P., wrote: “Prayer”, according to one ancient definition, “is keeping company with God.” Keeping company with God is an adventure, the adventure of true prayer. Any relationship, except the most superficial, affects and changes us; it challenges us to respect the freedom, the mystery, the otherness of the other, and, perhaps even more disturbing, it will sooner or later bring to light our own freedom, the mystery of ourselves, the unknownness and unpredictability of ourselves. How we respond to such a challenge, to such a bringing up to light, will in very large measure decide whether we grow and mature in life, or whether we shrivel up (Fr. Simon Tugwell, O.P. “Prayer: Living with God”– Magnificat Nov. 2007). We, Cursillistas, are encouraged to strive to securely maintain the three encounters with God, with ourselves and with others, the relationships we have established during our Three-Day Cursillo Weekend.

In our December 2007 National Mailing, our National Spiritual Advisor, Fr. Einer Ochoa emphasized the importance of prayer: “Prayer from the heart is the soul of the Christian person. It is the best tool for holiness and the best weapon against the power of evil. Prayer from the heart is the backbone of growing into being Christian. It is the main component of Piety. A direct and intimate experience of God is the basis of prayer from the heart. Prayer becomes exciting when we discover the Lord in our everyday personal events. Jesus is our model of prayer. He prayed before major decisions, spending time in intimate communion with the Father. The Holy Spirit compelled Jesus to go into the desert to pray for forty days before his public ministry. This is the source tradition for the devotion of the 40-hour adoration before the Blessed Sacrament. Before choosing the Twelve, He prayed. Before He made the long way to Calvary, He prayed. Prayer was for Jesus communion with the Father. Communion means “working with”. Prayer aims at nourishing us and launching us to action. It does that by helping us to know, love and serve God.”

Our Catholic Church designates the Advent Season (Lat., “adventus” = presence or coming & Greek “parousia” = presence or arrival) in her Liturgical Year and Calendar to help us, Christians, to prepare for Jesus Christ’s second coming. Origen of Alexandria (c.185-254), one of the most important and brilliant scripture scholars and theologians in Early Christianity,
reminds us that in Advent we prepare a way for Jesus in our hearts. We read these words in the Book of Isaiah 40:3 “A voice cries out: In the desert prepare the way of the Lord! Make straight in the wilderness a highway for our God.” The Lord wishes to find a way to enter your hearts and walk therein (Living with Christ, December 2007). The Church encourages us to pray, to fast and to give alms, not only during the Advent Season, but in our daily lives. The basic types of prayer are: adoration, confession, thanksgiving, intercession and petition, commonly known as the acronym ACTIP.

Prayer rises up quickly to the ears of God when lifted up by the recommendation of alms giving and fasting. In other words, prayer needs sacrifices, which are Palanca, useful tools to lift up our praying hearts to God. St. Leo the Great advised us, “Give what you receive, sow what you reap, scatter what you collect. Your property increases by being well spent. Long for the lawful reward of mercy, and pursue the business of the eternal profit. “Give and it will be given to you.” You must embrace the condition of this promise and show your gratitude.” (Magnificat, Nov. 20, 2007). It is more blessed to give than to receive. (Acts 20:35)

Why Do We Have “Dry Time” in Prayer and How Should We Overcome It?

In the article “Teach Us to Pray”, Joe Difato, Publisher of the Word Among Us, October 2007, wrote: We believe that Jesus is real. We believe he is present in the Eucharist. We believe that everyone who is baptized is a “temple of God”, and the Spirit of God lives in us (1 Cor. 3:16). We believe that prayer is vital to our Christian lives. So why do we find it so difficult to pray? Then Mr. Difato suggested the following reasons:

First, possibly we did not seriously take Jesus’ warning to the believers in Ephesus. They were active members in their church, and yet they had lost sight of what was meant to be at the heart of their faith: love for Jesus (Revelation 2:2-4). How easy it can be to slip into a functional and duty-driven approach to our faith! How easy it is to let the passion we once knew for Jesus fade away!

Second, maybe our priorities are out of order. This old proverb remains true: Time is a statement of our priorities. The invited guests to a banquet in Jesus’ parable related by Luke (14:16-24) allowed their self-centered interests – even good and necessary – to obscure the greatness of the invitation they had received. Jesus wants to spend quality time with us every day. When we consider ourselves too busy for him, we are really saying that our relationship with him is not a top priority.

Third, like the Israelites, we can tell Jesus, “I try to avoid sin, I try to do good. I’ve been faithful to you. But you still don’t answer me.” Jesus wants us to come to him with a pure and humble heart. He wants us to tell him, “Jesus, I want what you want; I will do what you say. I do not want my ways over your ways.” Besides, maybe God is asking us to trust him more deeply, and possibly he may test to see if we will give up on him. Sarah, Abraham’s wife, Zechariah and Thomas doubted the Lord. Jesus taught us: “All that you ask for in prayer, believe that you will receive it and it shall be yours.” (Mark 11:24) Jesus wants us to know that he will answer our prayer because he wants to guide us in every way. The time it takes does not matter because we believe Jesus will answer us. His own life gives proof of this truth” (The Word Among Us, Oct. 2007, Vol. 26, # 10).
How do we get through a “dry time” in our prayer? In a special section of Our Sunday Visitor Newspaper, Dec. 9, 2007, entitled “In Focus: Prayer”, Father Ray Ryland remarked, “Sometimes what we call dryness is rooted in moral or spiritual conflict in our lives, and he advised that frequent confession (every two weeks or so) is necessary for proper preparation for prayer.” Father Ryland also encouraged us to examine the quality of our personal relationship with Our Lord when prayer is difficult or seems meaningless to us; and most importantly, we must persevere. He cited St. Anthony the Hermit as an example of perseverance, who “once came through a period of temptation and spiritual distress.”

**Palanca: An Expression of Brotherly Love in Our Cursillo Movement**

Every Cursillista, after returning from their Weekend, knows what Palanca means. It is a Spanish word, literally meaning “a lever”. It is a tool that we use to lift up or move something bulky. In the Eucharistic Prayer of the Holy Mass, the celebrant says to the congregation, “Lift up your hearts!” and everyone responds, “We lift them up to the Lord”. How do we lift up our hearts to the Lord, if not through prayer? Cursillo Literature states that the Cursillo Movement used the term “Palanca”, a lever, to convey the essential meaning of the Paschal Mystery of Christ in which we are all called to participate in our own lives. The lever is seen as what we might in our own culture refer to as a “seesaw”, where a group of individuals gather at one end to lift up another individual or group higher than themselves. The visual idea of individuals getting on one end of the seesaw so that their weight carries them down to the ground to lift others up is the way to express that Paschal Mystery all Christians are called to experience in their spiritual lives. It should be made apparent that it is normal for Christians to pray and sacrifice for others, known as an ecclesial community or brotherly love in prayer. Father Raniero Cantalamessa, O.F.M. Cap., the Preacher to the Papal Household, said of the importance of brotherly love, especially in our Communal Palanca. He wrote, “We cannot insist enough on the importance of an atmosphere of brotherly love surrounding those who are going to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Prayer is also closely connected with the outpouring of the Spirit in the New Testament. Concerning Jesus’ baptism, Luke writes, ‘While he was in prayer, the heavens opened and the Holy Spirit descended upon him.’ (Luke 3:21) It was Jesus’ prayer, we could say, that made the heavens open and Holy Spirit descend upon Him”. (Sober Intoxication of the Spirit Filled with the Fullness of God)

The Cursillo Movement assures us that prayer has always been the strength of all the functions of the Movement. The “Fundamental Ideas of the Cursillo Movement” (FICM) strongly recognizes grace as principle and foundation of our Movement and considers Palanca as one of the basic elements of the Cursillo Strategy, known as the Mystery of the Palanca. “Whenever we speak of working for conversion, for the Christian betterment of individuals, or for the Christianization of environments, it is indispensable – as the first and the most basic step underlying all other human efforts – to count on the help of grace from God, which has to be begged for with the all-powerful strength of prayer that is humble, confident, and unceasing. Today, perhaps more than ever before, it is absolutely urgent to remember that without Him we are nothing, we are worth nothing, we can do nothing. We must, before anything else, reaffirm the primacy that the Cursillo strategy has always given, as its most important characteristic, to Palanca (prayer, sacrifice, and works of mercy). Dependence on this has to be real, sincere and permanent, individual and communal, to guarantee the efficacy of any other steps one takes. The truth is founded on the promise of Christ: ‘Ask and you shall receive, seek and you shall find, knock and it shall be opened to you.’ (Mt 7:7)” (FICM # 180) “Profound communion with God, acquired by way of prayer, sacrifice, reception of the sacraments, and reflection on the Word, will mark
every moment of the Cursillo.” (FICM # 237) “Prayers and sacrifices on behalf of the Cursillo, which Cursillo terminology calls “intendencias” or “palanca”, are crucial to its spiritual success.” (FICM # 333) We can summarize the necessity of Palanca in our Movement with this popular saying in Cursillo circles, “Talk to God about the person before you talk to the person about God.”

**Authentic Palanca**

In our Cursillo Movement, prayer or “Palanca” should be a tool to assist its every phase: Precursillo, Cursillo, Postcursillo, Ultreya, Group Reunion, and Cursillistas in every Cursillo function. Palanca should be a tool to support the entire Movement, and hence our Catholic Church. Chapter 12 of the Leader’s Manual of our US Cursillo Movement asserts: “In dealing with the work of conversion and Christian renewal of persons and the evangelization of human groups, it is necessary, first and foremost, that all the other human efforts be built upon the grace of God, which should be sought with the omnipotent zeal of trusting, constant and humble prayer.” Therefore, prayer without sacrifice is not Palanca. Following are Cursillo Prayer Traditions recommended as Palanca to lift up our petitions to God for the success of our Cursillo activities: Holy Mass, Eucharistic Adoration, Holy Communion, praying the Rosary, reading the Scriptures, Stations of the Cross, Liturgy of the Hours, Chaplet of the Divine Mercy, visits to the Blessed Sacrament, fasting, almsgiving and any acts of self-denial offered with a prayer. Jesus taught about Almsgiving, Prayer and Fasting for his disciples in Mt. 6:1-18. The Acts of the Apostles related that the early Christians gathered to pray, to listen to the Apostles’ teaching and to share with one another everything they had, and their money was distributed to each one according to his need. (Acts 4: 32-35)

It is important to understand that Palanca offerings should not be limited to any particular Cursillo function, the Three-Day Weekend, in particular. The Leader’s Manual also affirms that sacrifice is part and parcel of the Christian life. If the Movement quit emphasizing the importance of sacrifice, it would not be Christ-centered. The best way to maintain our spirituality is to live the spirit of Palanca each day. A few examples of “simple ways” of Palanca or means of personal sacrifice are given in the Leader’s Manual: to love expecting nothing in return; to be patient where there is impatience in misunderstandings, … The Leader’s Manual of our Cursillo Movement gives this advice, “Within the Movement, we must be vigilant that the term Palanca not be misunderstood and abused, so that incidentals do not overshadow its inner calling and meaning. Colorful posters and banners (in themselves) are not Palanca; neither are flowers, edibles, friendship letters or good wishes. This is false Palanca under the guise of “pleasant things”.

Prayer and sacrifice are not “pleasant things”, but they are effective in securing God’s grace. It must be understood that letters are not Palanca. Letters are merely the means of communicating the Palanca currently being done. Keeping this in mind, we must realize that Palanca can be done for a particular purpose, without having to write a letter about it. For instance, Palanca can be done by the efforts of Cursillistas who are trying to utilize the Cursillo Method. We all need a Palanca of this type, but it would be impractical to write letters to thousands of Cursillistas” (Leader’s Manual, Ch. 12). St. Paul, the Patron Saint of our Cursillo Movement, reminds us in Romans 12:1, “Offer yourselves as a living and holy sacrifice which is pleasing unto Him”. This should be our real offering.
In his earlier-mentioned book, Fr. Raniero Cantalamessa quoted from Tertullian, saying “There is nothing which leaves the minds of men so amazed as the simplicity of the divine actions which they see performed and the magnificence of the effects that follow …. Simplicity and power are the prerogatives of God.” Fr. Cantalamessa continued, “If simplicity is the mark of divine action, we need to preserve it in our prayer for the outpouring of the Spirit. Simplicity should shine forth in prayers, in gestures, in everything. There should be nothing theatrical, no excited movements or excessive words”. He cited the following example in the Old Testament to prove his point: “The Bible records the glaring contrast between the actions of the priests of Baal and the prayer of Elijah during the sacrifice on Mount Carmel. The former cried out, limped around the altar and cut themselves until they bled. Elijah simply prayed, “O Lord, God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, … answer me, so that this people may know that you, O Lord, are God, and that you have turned their hearts back!” (Kings 18:36-37) The fire of the Lord fell on the sacrifice prepared by Elijah but not on the one prepared by the priests of Baal. (see Kings 18:25-38) Elijah later experienced that God was not in the great wind, or in the earthquake, or in the fire but in the still, small voice, (see Kings 19:12-13)”

**Conclusion**
The following comment quoted from Our Holy Father Benedict XVI, then Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, in his 1996 Interview with Peter Seewald, once again strongly affirms the foundation indispensable for union with God in our Cursillo Movement. “Dealing with God every day is a necessity for me. For just as we have to breathe every day, just as we need light every day and have to eat every day, just as we also need friendship every day and truly need certain people every day, dealing with God is one of the absolutely fundamental elements of life. If God suddenly disappeared, my soul wouldn’t be able to breathe properly. In that sense there is no boredom here. It can occur when it comes to certain pious practices, in relation to certain devotional readings, but not in relation to God as such.” (Salt of the Earth, 2007 Ignatius Press, San Francisco).

**18th NATIONAL ENCOUNTER**
The 18th National Cursillo® Encounter will be held at the Catholic University of America, CUA, in Washington, D.C. on July 31 – August 3, 2008. The theme for the 2008 Encounter is: “Christ Is Our Light”. The Encounter will commence on Thursday, July 31, 2008, with the Keynote Address by Most Reverend Francisco González, S.F., and immediately followed by Eucharistic Adoration, Reconciliation, and Benediction in the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception. The National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception is within walking distance and we will hold our masses there during the Encounter.

The Encounter’s Fiesta will include time for one brief performance (song or dance) from the different cultures and ethnic groups in the National Cursillo® Movement. Dioceses wishing to be included in this program must contact Phyllis Winston at 202-723-6756 by May 31, 2008. The timeline for the Fiesta is limited, but we hope to accommodate each of the different cultural groups.

The registration cost is $325.00 if you register by May 31, 2008. We strongly encourage you to make your plans now to attend the 18th National Cursillo® Encounter by sending the attached registration form to the National Cursillo® Center. You may also register on-line at www.natl-cursillo.org. Lodging capacity is 600 persons. Rooms will be assigned on a first come, first served basis. Two persons per room. Two rooms share a center bathroom. No single rooms.
There are 3 - 4 floors for each hall, with stairs only, no elevators. Limited number of first floor rooms. Limited number of wheelchair accessible rooms. The Registration Fee includes transportation to/from Reagan National Airport (DCA) only, three nights lodging, dinner until 7:00 PM on Thursday evening, 3 meals on Friday and Saturday, and breakfast until 8:30 AM on Sunday morning. Catholic University of America, CUA, is approximately 40 minutes from Reagan National Airport. A tentative agenda is attached to this mailing. We invite you to go online at http://visitors.cua.edu/CUAmap.pdf, to view a layout of CUA campus. While online you can also visit the City of Washington D.C. webpage at http://www.dcvisit.com, for more information about places to visit while in the area.

Please send Palanca for the 18th National Encounter to Sandra Coles-Bell at 7304 Carroll Avenue, #139, Takoma Park, MD 20912. The fax number is 301-891-0741 or you can e-mail your Palanca to Palanca2008Encounter@mac.com.

**CURSILLO LITERATURE**
Revised “Cursillo Brochure”, English #312 and Spanish #314, is now available in packages of fifty (50), at a cost of $6.50 per package. All Diocesan Cursillo Movements are encouraged to use this Cursillo Brochure.

**CATHOLIC FAITH ENRICHMENT**
The National Cursillo® Movement in partnership with Lighthouse Catholic Media, a division of Saint Joseph Communications continues to provide talks on sound Catholic teaching. The CD’s contain talks by renowned speakers such as Archbishop Fulton Sheen, Fr. John Corapi, Dr. Scott Hahn, and others. The talks are one way to enrich your life and your Catholic faith. Please visit the “Enrich Your Faith” link on the www.natl-cursillo.org site.

**NATIONAL CURSILLO GIFT SHOP**
The National Cursillo® Gift Shop website, www.nationalcursillogiftshop.com, and the sale of Cursillo related items, are managed by the Center. Please visit the National Cursillo® Gift Shop and browse through the Specials. Your financial support advances the evangelization function of the Movement.

**DONATIONS**
The National Cursillo® Movement gratefully welcomes your donations. Your financial support advances the evangelization function of the Movement and is eligible for tax deductions purposes.

**NATIONAL CURSILLO® CENTER**
The National Cursillo® Center will close on Holy Thursday and Holy Friday, March 20 – 21, 2008, and will open on Monday, March 24, 2008, at 9:00 AM. Please plan your book orders accordingly.

**PALANCA INTENTIONS**
Mondays – National, Regional, and Diocesan Secretariats
Tuesdays – Schools of Leaders
Wednesdays – Cursillistas in the United States
Thursdays – National Cursillo® Movement’s Apostolic Actions
Fridays – Cursillo Weekends
Saturdays – OMCC Executive Committee
Thank you for joining the National Cursillo® Movement of the United States in offering Palanca for these intentions.

Your Humble Servants,
Victor Lugo – National Executive Director
Ceferino Aguillón, Jr. – National English-speaking Coordinator
Jorge Barceló – National Spanish-speaking Coordinator
Joachim Le – National Vietnamese-speaking Coordinator
18th National Cursillo® Encounter
The Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C.
July 31 – August 3, 2008

“Christ Is Our Light”

Thursday, July 31, 2008
2:00pm – 6:30pm
All participants check – in at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

5:00pm – 7:00pm
Dinner – All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

7:30pm – 8:00pm
Opening of the 18th National Cursillo® Encounter
All participants at Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception

- Opening Blessing: National Episcopal Advisor
- Prayer: National Spiritual Advisor
- Welcome: Lay Director of Archdiocese of Washington

8:00pm – 8:45pm
Keynote Address – “Christ Is Our Light” – Most Reverend Francisco González, S.F.
All participants at Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception

8:45pm – 9:00pm Break

Friday, August 1, 2008
6:30am – 8:00am
Breakfast – All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

8:00am – 8:15am Break

8:15am – 9:00am
Morning Prayers & Meditation
All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center – Great Room

9:00am – 9:15am Break

9:15am – 11:15am
Major Presentation Mentality of the Cursillo Movement
Workshop Session
- Presentation – 30 minutes
- Group Discussion – 45 minutes
- Group Report – 45 minutes

11:15 – 11:30am
Prepare for Mass – Remember to Fast

11:30am – 12:30pm
Mass – Most Reverend Francisco González, S.F. and Most Reverend Martin D. Holley
All participants at Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception

12:30pm – 2:30pm
Lunch – Groups are color-coded at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

2:30pm – 3:00pm Break

3:00pm – 5:00pm
Workshop Session
A. Total Security
- Presentation – 30 minutes
- Group Discussion – 45 minutes
- Group Report – 45 minutes

B. Sponsorship – What is It?
- Presentation – 30 minutes
- Group Discussion – 45 minutes
- Group Report – 45 minutes

Workshop Session for all Spiritual Advisors
Role of the Spiritual Advisor

5:00pm – 5:15pm Break

5:15pm – 7:15pm
Dinner – Groups are color-coded at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

7:15pm – 7:30pm Break

7:30pm – 9:00pm
Ultreya – All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center – Great Room

9:00pm – 9:30pm
Night Prayers – All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center – Great Room

Saturday, August 2, 2008
6:30am – 8:00am
Breakfast – All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

8:00am – 8:15am Break

8:15am – 9:00am  Morning Prayers & Saturday Devotion to Mary
All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center – Great Room
9:00am – 9:15am   Break

9:15am – 11:15am
Major Presentation          The Three Encounters
Workshop Session
•  Presentation – 30 minutes
•  Group Discussion – 45 minutes
•  Group Report – 45 minutes

11:15am – 11:30am  Break

11:30am – 1:30pm
Lunch – Groups are color-coded at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

1:30pm – 1:45pm   Break

1:45pm – 3:15pm
Workshop Session          A. School of Leaders – Why?  B. Study of the Environment
•  Presentation – 30 minutes
•  Group Discussion – 45 minutes
•  Group Report – 45 minutes

3:15pm – 3:30pm   Break

3:30pm – 4:30pm   Regional Gathering

4:30pm – 4:45pm   Break and prepare for Mass

4:45pm – 5:45pm
Mass – All participants at Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception

6:00pm – 8:00pm
Dinner – Groups are color-coded at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

8:00pm – 8:30pm   Break

8:30pm – 10:00pm
Fiesta – All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center – Great Room

**Sunday, August 3, 2008**

6:30am – 8:30am
Breakfast – All participants at Edward J. Pryzbyla University Center

10:00am
All participants need to check out at this time.

All workshop sessions will be presented separately per language.
18th National Cursillo® Encounter Registration Form
Catholic University of America – Washington, D.C.
Thursday, July 31 – Sunday, August 3, 2008

Cost for the 18th National Encounter is $325.00
(Please use a separate Registration Form for each registrant)

(Please type or print legibly – thank you – please fill in all the blanks)

Last Name: ____________________________________ First Name: ____________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________

City: _______________________________________ State: _________________ Zip Code: ______________________

Home Telephone: ___________________________ Work: __________________________ Fax: ______________________

E-mail Address: ___________________________________________ Preferred Language: ______________________

Diocese: ___________________________ Region: ___________________________

Gender (Circle one): Male Female Specify: Bishop, Priest, Deacon, or Religious ______________________

Lodging is assigned on the first come, first served basis. Two persons per room. Two rooms share a center bathroom. No single rooms. There are 3 - 4 floors for each hall, with stairs only, no elevators. Limited number of first floor rooms. Limited number of wheelchair accessible rooms.

If you wish to room with a specific person (spouse, friend, relative) then the other person's Registration Form must accompany this form. We will not guarantee your roommate if the forms do not accompany one another.

Roommate preference? (Circle One): Yes No If Yes, Name: ___________________________________________

Special needs (Wheelchair/physically challenged): _____________________________________________

Do you wish to participate with the Encounter Choir? (Circle one): Yes No

Make checks payable to: National Cursillo® Center

Credit Card payment: Circle one: MasterCard or Visa (No Discover or American Express)

Credit Card Number: ___________________________ Expiration Date: ______________________

Name on Credit Card: ___________________________________________

Send this form and payment to:

National Cursillo® Center
P.O. Box 210226 - Dallas, TX 75211-0226
Telephone: (214) 339-6321, Fax: (214) 339-6322, e-mail: nationalcursillo.center@verizon.net

Full payment of $325.00 per person and this form must be received by May 31, 2008
Registration cost received June 1, 2008 – June 30, 2008 is $375.00
Registration cost received July 1, 2008 – July 11, 2008 is $425.00
Unable to guarantee lodging after July 11, 2008!

There is a $40.00 non-refundable fee for all cancellations up until May 31, 2008. No refunds after May 31, 2008 – No exceptions! The National Cursillo® Center is responsible for the payment to the University even when you cancel.